CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH – SPEAKING TEST – PART 2
TYPICAL QUESTIONS

CAE LEVEL
HOW/ IN WHAT WAY

How might the people be feeling?

How might the people be feeling?

I think they might be feeling (stressed/ relaxed/
nervous/ tense/ good/ happy / sad/ victorious…) …

How might they be feeling?
How might the people be feeling?

How might the people be feeling?

relaxed and calm/ embarrassed and upset / excited
and happy/ disappointed and irritated / afraid and
anxious/ happy and proud / misunderstood and sad
/ anxious and tense/ powerless and helpless /
powerful and confident/ confused and conflicted...

How might the people feel about each other?

probably because…

How are the people feeling?
How might the people be feeling in each situation?

How might they be feeling?

How + adjective

I think/ I believe/ I reckon:

How demanding might their activities be?

These activities / to stop doing that/ these
photos / the masks…

How difficult might the calls be to make?
How easy would it be to stop doing that?

might be/ is/are probably (adjective) …

How successful might these photos be in encouraging
people to use bicycles?

because…
I think the masks might be important for the
people wearing them because…

How important are the masks to the people wearing them?
ln what ways are people polluting the environment?
How + verb
How are the people connected with the animals in the pictures?

WHAT/WHICH

I think that the (noun) that … is/are … because…

What + (adj) + noun
What moments or experiences are being shared?
What sort of personalities might they have?

I think that the emotional states that the pictures show
are… because…

Which picture is the most unusual?

I think that the moments that are being shared are…
because…

What emotional states do the pictures show?

I think that the most unusual picture is … because…

What family relationships are the pictures showing?

What I find unusual about these pictures is… because

What different styles of dress do they show?

I think that the people are doing/talking… because

What different stages of life do the pictures show?

In my opinion the most unusual picture is… because
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CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH – SPEAKING TEST – PART 2
TYPICAL QUESTIONS

CAE LEVEL
WHAT/WHICH
What + is/are + noun+ verb

Certainly , noun + verb + obj/adverb phrase

What are the people getting from the experience?
What are the people doing outdoors?

Certainly, each sport requires different skills ,
In the first picture we can see … doing/ playing

What are the different ways in which water is being used?
What are the people doing?
What are the different skills required for each sport?

Certainly, water is being used in different ways.
In the fist picture we can see … and water is being
used to…

What is strange or unusual about the pictures?
What would be the biggest challenge?
What + would/could/may/might…
What might have caused each of these emotional states?

It’s hard to say , but I think that (object)
is/might be …

What might they do for a living?
What might the result of their discussions be?
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF… ( TWO QUESTIONS IN ONE)
What are the advantages and disadvantages of living abroad for a short time?
I think that the advantages and disadvantages are the same / are diametrically opposed in that …

WHO/ TO WHOM

Obviously , it has to someone who … because…

Who would be able to live in these places?
To whom might each style appeal?

I guess that …

WHY
Why might they be in these situations?
Why might water be important in the lives of these people?
Why are these people wearing masks?
Why is the telephone important for each of these people?
Why did they choose to travel in this way?

I think/believe that (subject) might be / is probably /are..
because…
I think that they might be in these situations because…
I believe that the telephone is probably important for
each of them because...

Why are the animals important to them?
Why might the people be making calls in these places?

IN WHAT SITUATION
ln what situations might these crowds occur?

In my experience, subject + verb + in/when … because
In my experience , these crowds might occur in/when…
because…
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